1. Gregg Road name to remain
2. Gregg Road name change to Wright Road
3. Future road to be N. Warner Road
4. "Warner" Road name change to S. Warner upon construction of N. Warner Road
5. E. Warner name change to E. Reid Road
6. W. Warner name change to W. Reid Road (will also apply to future extension)
7. Future extension of Stratton Road to be W. Stratton Road
8. Existing Stratton Road to become E. Stratton in future
9. Test Road to be changed to Landing Road
10. Name air force golf course maintenance road "Service Road?"
11. Future
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Hunsaker Loop
Jerome C. Hunsaker was a NACA member from 1922-1923, and from 1938-1958. He served as NACA and Executive Committee chairman from 1941-1956, was Chairman of the Department of Aeronautical Engineering at MIT, and was a member of the Navy. Committees: Personnel, Buildings and Equipment, Airships, Seaplanes, and Aerodynamics.